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  THE KINETICS OF THE CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION 

         OF ETHYLENE WITH NICKEL. (II) 

                  Reaction at High Temperatures. 

                              Os.anta Tor.~nls. 

   Though it has been observed that the kinetics of the hydroycnation of eth}•lene 
at high temperatures (too°-?oo°C,) is apparently simple, the reaction being 
frequently reported to be nearly second. order'1, yet the mechanism of the reaction 
can not be decided, because a simple relation may be variously intcrlxeted. 1n 

the present research the kinetics in the temperature range qq°-[65°C. tvas im 
vestiyated tcith nickel catalyst aad the results. obtained mere explained according 
to the reaction mechanism already proposed at low tentlxrahves-'. 

                         Experimental. 

    The uses used were prep.arttl in the same tray as in the preceding report. The cat<•tlyst 
used e~ax obtained as follows: a nickel filament 3o cm. Long and o.z mm. thick n•as sealed 
in a reaction vessel, heated to doll redness in the air to oxidize its surface, and then redured 
.r~ith 7tydrogen at ;6o°C. The catalgst was heated up to zco°C. and degassed after every 
experiment The temperature of the catalyst was controlled by
regulating the electric current on the filament which teas made 

n»e arm of lCbeatstrn[e bridge arrangemcnl. Cooling of the 

ends of the filament being corrected, the lempemlare of the 

main part n( the: lilament was dctennined from the resistance 

temperauu•e curse. The tempernture thus determined teas taken 

to !>e /hat a( the catnl,~st, as the resctnxl at the ends of the 

filament map be neglected. 
    'Phe appar

atus is shown in i•ig. [. :'L is a reaction 

chantLer e•hich holds [5oc.c., ll a reservoir of hydrogen or 

ethylene of almost the same capacity, C a bulb containing the 

reactipn mixture, D and 1: capillary mercw•y manometers, h a 

tmp immersed in dry ice :urd alcohol, and G a thermostat I:ept 

    In most of the experiments the partial pressure ttfonc rend 

P.eport I; the presure decre;tse in the rcactigmchamber due to 

compensated with frequent supply of hydrogen or eth)•tene by n 

      t} P.iAea1, J. Clan. Sun, IZI, 309 (t9zz): Pcase, J. -4nr. Cl<•nr. 
      z) Ti<r: YGI•a. C/rur. frz~<nr, 9, n9 (t93g); 11, }53 (19,i7)•

c~
_ 

............J 

mlb containing the g;
~, r iAPParntu>• 

 manometers, h a 

I a thermostat I:ept at go°to.oog°C. 

rcessu re tifonc reactant was kept constant as iu 

mchamher due to the reaction was incesantlg 

n or ethl•lene by means of the fine capillan• $, 

Pcase, J. -4nr. Cl<•m..Snt., 45, 2?35 (r9'-3)•
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mm~om~4er ll being used as a null-instrument. 'fhe rate of reaction 

pressure decrease in the reservoir I3 by means of [he manometer T_ 
is given in 'fable I. 

                           Table I. 

                                      Rxpl. Nn. t. 
                  Rear. temp., [t7°G li., ya5 mm. GIIt, 5o.r mm. 

                               Constant hydrogen pressure.

w~ 

An

       l'ol. X11 

mexsm'«1 frum 

example of the

Time in min.
Pmc~. in the msenroir

R in mm.
I Time in rain.

Press. in
li

the re.
in mm.

servnir

0 z13.3 65.a t yo.5

3.z v6.g . 6y.o 189-5

6.5 zt5•o 7z.8 . BS.x

10.8 zxz.y 51.7 t 85.8

13.9 u 1.6 SG.o 1848

x7.9 zal•2 95•a ISz.4

20.7 zo8.7 toq.t 13IA

z4-'- zab.7 3oS.5 1798

z8.z zo4.S 1IS•o 378.q

3z.3 3ny2 vG.S 376.G

35.5 zot.6 t35.a 175-z

38.9 zoa4 tgq.3 1740

415 398.z 35G.z x7z.7

47.5 t96.g 163.5 t T.6

5t3 195.4 I$2.7 170.Q

56.5 39.15 zm 168.8

Gt.S 1918 final t67-t

                             Results. 

    Activity of the Catalyst:-At low temperatures, as reported in the preceding 

paper, the activity of the catalyst kept fairly constant inspite of repeated reactions, 

while at high temperatures it slon•ly decreased. Tliis decrease could not be 

prevented er-en by protecting the cata]yst against poisonous vapours h}' employing 

a trap, and so it ryas supposed that heating of the catalyst was the cause. Ac-

cordingly, the comparison among the results obtained under different experimental 

conditions required the correction of the changes of catalytic activity. 

    Reaction at Constant Hydrogen Pressure: The experiments at constant 

pressure of hydrogen are given in Table ]I. Expts, t, 3, and j were carried ou[ 

under the same condition and I?~pts. 6, 3, to, and t? were also done under the 

same condition in order to correct the change of catalytic activit}•. The numeral 

of the catalyst denotes the number of renewed reduction. Some of the reaction 

oun•es are shown in Fig. 2.
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                 '1'
:rble II. 

     k:xlcrimcnts nl cunslmd hydrogen pressure.

lli

Calal3xl
Re:m. Inilial prcwx. (m m.)

IS
k~ (min.-~) l•.

Plu. IS>pt. Nn.! tmnp.
(°~~) IL C:[La (min.J nl.urve4 Cnrrecled~ (nuu. ~)

1 I It7 7z.5 so.l sS•9 nAIS.4 oAISb o,m63

z tqq 7z.5 so.t oA~SS o.olS7 0.oo59z

II7 7z-0 M19.9 59.5 oAZI7 oozl7 o.oz;6

4 t65 71.7 49.5 oot77 OAIS2 o.oozlz

5 Iq 73.1 So.S Gz8 oAI7S oAI88 o.o16S

I 6 It7 6g•I 46•s 49•I mz6G o.oz55 o.ozSS

7 II7 9~9 q6.5 o.oog9l oAOgBo o.m yq

S II7 fiS.S q7A 5t.z oAZOq oAZO4 . ~ oAIG6
9 lI7 l60-0 q6.8 0.0551 ~sz7 i o.og8

Io ti7 6S.g gfi.7 54•z o.ozg9 ooz6q OAZ7S

n Iqq I59.S 47.1 oAg57 0.0507 oAO6zq

Iz It7 68s 47•z 59-0 oAZO6 oAZ39 o.ot86

     rt TLe corrected values of Expts. o-5 :uxl 6-tz were ohtained , assuming [hit the catalytic activity 

nE each eximrio,ent war the same as that of Fzpts. ~ and 3 respectively. 

   The reaction was approximately 

first order at 165°C., while at loner q 

temperatures the order of reaction __ 

apparently became lower. 1n general, ~ _                                                  J- -

the rate of reaction could be repre-

sented b}• the following formula : '~ 

where p is the pressure of the gas `'• 
                                                      tao zoo 30o qoo 500 

reservoir B in Fig. t, pj its final Time in min. 
pressure, and k, and k._ COnBtallt3• 1'ig. 2.-Feuliuu m,ne of cunsla0t pressure 
The higher the tempereture, the smaller nE hyarogcn. 

                                                  Initial pressure: No. t, 213.3 mm.; \o. 2, z27.c k
„ and the egnaflOn approaches [hat ~~~~~~ : Nu ;, z6;.5 mm.; Na. 5, 2q°.t inn,.; No. 

of the first odor reactiat. That the ~~ 2t9.5 mm• Tn• 7, t5t•5 mm• i No. 9, 235.o mm.: 
                                                       Xo. u, 2g5a mm.; ~'o. t2, 20[.2 mu>. 

equation is applicable to each curve is 

justified by the fact (Pigs. 3 and q) that a linear relation holds bcttecen t t~l 
t p"-p' and ~'°t P , as may be expected from the integrated form of equation (I): 

p-p~ 

              p-n, 

where p° is the value of p at 1=0.

~~
r

'
,l~.

~~
\`

~~
~l
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        o.ooq 1'ig• 4 

                  0.3 a5 0.7 

           =f mm. oA6 ~                  ! min. ~ C 
                   Plg. J.: 

    From the intercept with the axis and ~: o.oa 

the inclination of the straight line, constants _~ 
                                              OA' 

6•, and k: were calculated. k, thus obtained, "' 

however, had to be corrected for conytari+on 

0 with respect to activity of the catalyst, o qo 9o tm ttn 

using 1.; (time of half change) in Table fl" t~ti~wr< ..f hydrogen ... tmn. 
                                                                 Irig. 5. A

s seen in the table, the corrected valtic 

.F, is toughly unaftectcd by change of dte tenflx;rahurc, but. it varies approximately 

in prolmrtion to the pressure of hydrogen as in Fig. 5. On the other hand. ~. 

becomes markedly smaller with the rise p( temperature, but; it ;remains fairly cun-

stant when the pressure . of hydrogen has been varied asseen in Table II. 

    Reaction at Constant Ethylene Pressure:-The experiments at const:utt 

ethylene pressure are given in Table III. 

    The reaction awes are shown in Fig. 6. 

    The rates at constant ethylene pressures could be simply expressed as of 

the first order reaction thus 

This .vas ascertained from iG integrated form, 

             Ga p---p~-k,r,              P -pi 

as shown in Fib. 7. 

      3) A slight variation in l4e inclination of l4e slraig4l line Icads to large didereocc in ILe value 
k, and so the catal.Gc activity was not corredeJ directly by k,.

S.j
o\e

l•
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               't'
able 111. 

     Fsperimenls at anulanl e[Lylene pressure.

(:atalysl
Nn.

FeaG temp.
Inilia; pres. (mm.J

No.
1'.xPt.

~°c:~ n. c~t;, Ol..ereed l'nrreded

t3 II7 453 51.9 omWq 0.00300

Iq 79 45•0 51.5 o.ooi59 oAOigl

15 Iq 45.4 Sz.o 0.003;0 0.00300

16 i44 45•G 55.3 0.00559 0.oo5;z

17 n7 45•a 5I•5 ooopo ooo;ao

IS i65 45•i 51.6 0•00697 OA07I0

19 117 44A 51.4 oooz89
OAO}0o
o.ooz84

ze I17 45•z I z9.4 ooazgq o.ooz9i

2I I1~ 45•0 SL5 o.ooz8q O.OD2FSQ

za u7 45.5 lo.z omI I; a00I15

23 u7 45•G 513 o.ooz7h o.ooz$t

 _ -- - •-

v J ~ ~ r 
  u o.S 

 .°_ ,~ 
                              F ~             - ~ ~ 0.6 

                                q~ 

                                        ea °~t 

    o zoo qoo Goo Soo o.z 
              Time in min. 

     1•~ig. G.-Rexetioncunes at mnitant o 

            pre,-.ore of Nhrlenc. 0 160 ;zo qSo 6qo Soo 

  I nilinl nessure.: 'l'ime iu min. 

        1 No. 13, ISS.,: mm.: No. 
  Ly 1r30.t mm.: Xo. t6, ISg9 nun.; Nu. 15, Fi1`• T 

  x1o.5 mm.; Nn. tg, 1gS.1 mm.; Na. zo, 
  «13.3 nun.: No. 2_, 13)A nUn.; Nu. x3, 
  1 yz.6 mm. 

   1'he constant k:, obtained from the dupe of the straight lion u•as also corrcctcd 

with respect to the activity of the catalyst. As seen in fable 11, k, increases 

with the rise of temperature, but its relation to [he pressure of ethylene is not 

simple, which will be discussed later. 

   Effect of the Pretreatment of the Catalyst with the Reactants:-\Vhcther 

the adsorption of any reactant oit the cata]ys[ prior to the reaction had any effect

-l~ 1

~l~

~`
f

.I

~-

~'I ~r I/

/~
~~
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                                      on the reaction rate or not nuts examined 
"= qO ~

• „ - in the follo+ring tvay. 
                            w„                                        Ll the first experiment (No. z4 in 

            y r 
Fig. 8) .hydrogen was introduced into 

 °' zo -

Y the evacuated reaction vessel and left to 
                                   stand for about half an hour To this ti 

"' 
ethylene was added and at once made to 

    o qo So 1zo 160 
             Time in min, tract with hydrogen, the Cat;tlyst being 

   Fig. &-Experiments on the pretreatment heated to a required temperature. The 
            nt the catalyst, pressure of hydrogen was kept constant 

  initial pressn res: No. zq, Gq.i mm. II.-f~4G,7 during t{le reaCtlOn. In- the SeCOnd ex-
  mni. Gl[7; No. z5, 63.$mm. H=+46.8 mm. 

 eel[,; Nn. z6,6q.3mm, ti.+g7.5mm. c_ti,: penmen[, No. z5, the order of introducing 
  IxTn. z7, 63.3 mm. fi.+q7.9 mm. GI(s r No. z8,                                      the gases was reversed : ethylene was   G

3.9 mm. 7t_t47.8 mm. Gt[,. 
                                   first introduced to be left to stand in 

contact with the catalyst. The third experiment was similar to the first In this 

way a series of experiments were carried out. 

    As seen in Fig. 8, there is, as a whole, a steady decrease in the rate of 

rcactioti due [o that in activity of the catalyst Aro specific influence of the pre-

treatment, however, is noticeable : when the fall of activity is taken into account, 

all the carves will coincide u-ith each other at the initial part, while the effect of 

the pretreatment, if any, is expected to appear iu the initial stage of the reaction. 

It may be admitted, therefore, that under the present experimental conditions the 

rate of reaction is not affected by the pretreatment of the catalyst. 

    The Effec of the Reaction Product:-To examine whether ethane, dle pro-

duct, participated- in the rate of reaction, a numbe'~ 'o( experiments x•cre carried 

out with the reactants preliminarily mixed with ethane. 1'he results obtained arc 

                               'f
able IV. 

                  Experiments xith added ethane (to0stant ethylene pressure} 
                                Catalyst, Na. \'. Reae. temp., [1TCl

40

zo

0

4 (1938)

F.~pt. I<o. 

   %9 

  30 

  3t 

    3'= 

  33

Inilial Vrcvure (mm.)

H: C.H~ ~I;fi

50.: So.$

50.1 So.S 4i.3

So.G So.G

M1'l•'J So.; 95~1

Sa5 So.9

~a • 0-0343 
(min.-~) 

0.oo38y 

0.00;8; 

o.oo3Efo 
a.ao377 

oao37 ~
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given in Table IV, which indicates .that ethane has nu influence un the rate of 
reaction as in [he reaction at Ion' temperahtres. 

                           Discussion. 

    Since the concentration of ethane is not related to the rate of reaction, only 

that of ethylene can be regarded as variable in the. gaseous phase when the 

pressure of hydrogen is kept constant. Hence, equation (1) obtained esfxrimentally 
may be written as follows 

                   dt Frti const. f ~-lrpczu, 

Similarly, equatiorr (?) becomes 

                 dr /, 
                    rll -ka/•ua• (~)                               Fczn,-rams[. 

Consequently, the rate of reaction may ~e generally given b}r -

             d6 I q-kepc,nr 

    Un the other hand, it tras sltotvn in the preceding paper that. the hydrogena-

tion took place presumably by the combinatiat of bout reactants adsorbed on the 

active surface of the catalyst and that the rate of the surface reaction determined 
the whole reaction rate which could be approximately represented by the following 

formula obtained by applying Langmuir's isotherm to the adsorption of both 
competing reactants: 

where rz and ~ are the adsorption coefficients of hydrogen and eth}'lenc rcs-

pectivcly. 
    It seems probable that the rcactiat at ]sigh tentperahves is brought ford, 

according to the same mex:hanism a, at low lemperahtres"~. The rate of reaction 
at high temperatures is again considered to he determined by drat of the surface 

reaction behveen the adsorbed reactants. htir it is deduced kom the independence 

      q) A similar relai iou was derived fn nu the work of rur Strasseu (Z. F/n•uf. Gram. (A), 169, St 
RY34); Schwab, iGkf., 171, qar (ty35)}. 

       5) In the present experiments, a filament cunl)'st wns employed in pram of the pnmder fornr in 
the prereding work. Bul in the preliminap' experiments at rmm tempcrahtre, simile resuhs were 
obtnined as nlrendy reirorted with this filament caialysl. ̀b the form of the catalyst makes no difference.

4 (1938)
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of the reaction rate of both the pretreatment of flie. catalyst and the: addition of 
ethane to the reaction mi.aure that the rate of reaction is not influenced by the 

rate of adsvrption of the reactants and that of desorption of the product It may 

he concluded, therefore, that the difference behveen the kinetic esliression obtained 
at high tengx:ratures (5) and that at low temperatures (6) should be ascribed 

merely to decrease in the adsorbed amount of the reactants due to rise of tem-

perature. ht fact, assuming that np~~~~~ and f3pCx1,,<r in equation (6), we obtain 
approximately 

                Mfr -kai3 pii_Oc_u,             dC 
r+2f3fir~u, ~ (7)_ 

which is of the same form as .equation (5). 

    Hence, the constants in equation (~) should satisfy the following relations 

             ~,=ko~3Pw ~ (~) 

    Of these two, the former holds, in practice, as shown in Pig. g, and it is in 

concordance With the latter that k,, has practically no relation to the pressure of 

hydrogen, as 'seen, ip Table II. 
    The criiistaitt k, map be similarly given from equation (7), but to this rnse . 

it is adequate to apply the follo\r-ing relation. 

which is obtained from the original equation (6), so that it may be applicable to 

the experiments at higher pressure; of ethylene. To verify this relation, ~ seas 

calculated froiu the mean value of d•_, in Table Il by the relation (g), and 
substituted in equation (~o); a theoretical curve for the relation behceen ~a 

and the pressure of ethylene \vas drawn so alto coincide with the experimental 
value of k, obtained at the highest pressure of eth}'lene; as seen in Fig. g, the 

curve represents the actual dependence of k, on the ethylene pressure approxi-
mately. 
    The relation between k. and temperature in Table II can be considered [o 

show the dependence of the adsorption coefficient t3 on temperature from the 
relation (g). Let OF represent the adsorj~tion heat of ethylene per mo]e, then a 

well-known relation hold,: 

             R=i3eQsir%'. 

where ,3„ is a constant, R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature.
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      oAO,i -z.o - -

I 
C    - 0.00'_` Q 

 `' -AS 
 ? ~  M ~ 

 p O.OOI 

1 

                                                    -3.0 

O 
          O 40 $D 120 ~~] ~ ~$ `~ 

                                                                                     ~ ~I°~           P
ressure bf ethylene in mm. T 

                                                   Fig. lo.-The me;m value ..f Ing~o a3 ohlaiued                  l+i
g. y.                                                 from Espts . t, 3 and 5 is indicated Lc ~¢. 

Calculating p from d•, in Table II, and plotting logs? against t~T as shown in 
Fig. to, ~n was obtained thus: 

               Qr,=t4.9 kcals, per mole. 

On the other hand, as seen from Table II, the temperature .coefficient of k, is 

nearly zero, so let F and _O„ represent the activation heat of the surface reaction 

and fhc adsorption heat of hydrogen respectivel}•, then the following relation is 

easily obtained, 

taking equation (S} into consideration°!. 

    tllthough the adsorptial heab of .hydrogen may be small Erom the relation 
u ;13, yet the heat of activation will he no less than t ~ kcals.-the heat of 

adsorptiot of ethylene. The value must be, therefore, far greater than the apparent 

energy n'hich has'been frequently reported to be only several kcals. 

                        Summary. 

    The kinetics of the hydrogenation of ethylene with nickel catalyst Las been 
investigated statically in the temperature range gg°-t65°C. 

    The results agree with those obtained previously at lower temperatures in the 
following fact that the rate of reactial is practically independent of ethane and 

the pretreatment of the catalyst-wit~l any reactant gas. 

    The rate of reaction is represented by 

                its pC,a, 

      6) Hinshe/.rood, "hur. [irJ of C/rrurira! C/~angr in Gmrora S~rsrrmsi' Y• 35~ (1933)•

r
F
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when the pressure of hydrogen is kept constant, and by 

           dr 
           dt -kal~u, 

when the pressure of ethylene is kept constant These expressions are somewhat 

different from those suggested theoretically at lower temperatures. The difference 

i,, however, ascribed only to decrease in the concentrations of the adsorbed 

reactants resulting from the rise of temperature, inasmuch as it is believed that 

the reaction mechanises is identical regardless of temperature the delxndencc of 

the consUints of therate equations upon the tccnperature and pressures of the 

reactants justifies the above described.intcrpretation. 

    From the- temperature coe(~icient of the constant k„ the heat of adsorption of 

ethylene is found [o he about tg keels. per mole. The temperature independence 

of the. constant k, indicates that the true heat of activation for the reaction is 

roughly a; large as the sum of the adsorption heats of both reactants. 

    The author n•ishes to express his cordial thanks to Prof. S. Horiha for his 

kind directigii and unfailing encouragement. 

     Tlri+ i+ ILe paperprcxnled lu the (:nmmillee of l:aWlyais of the Jnpun Sufiely fur the i'nnunlion 
n( Scientific Re_~carch. 

        TGc LatromEory of !'hynital Cherni~try, 

             h"gda Irnper•inl Unircrxity. 
                                                   (Raroircd July ro, r95S)
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